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"Thanks to Connor, Lev, and Risa, and their
high-profile revolt at Happy Jack Harvest
Camp, people can no longer turn a blind eye
to unwinding. Ridding society of troublesome
teens and, in the same stroke, providing
much-needed tissues for transplant might be
convenient, but its morality has finally been
brought into question. However, unwinding
has become big business, and there are
powerful political and corporate interests
that want to see it not only continue, but
expand, allowing the unwinding of prisoners
and the impoverished. Cam is a teen who
does not exist. He is made entirely out of the
parts of other unwinds. Cam, a 21st century
Frankenstein, struggles with a search for
identity and meaning, as well as the concept
of his own soul, if indeed a rewound being
can have one. When a sadistic bounty hunter
who takes "trophies" from the unwinds he
captures starts to pursue Connor, Risa and
Lev, Cam finds his fate inextricably bound
with theirs"-In this volume of 15 articles, contributors
from a wide range of disciplines present their
analyses of Disney movies and Disney music,
which are mainstays of popular culture. The
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power of the Disney brand has heightened
the need for academics to question whether
Disney’s films and music function as a tool of
the Western elite that shapes the views of
those less empowered. Given its global reach,
how the Walt Disney Company handles the
role of race, gender, and sexuality in social
structural inequality merits serious reflection
according to a number of the articles in the
volume. On the other hand, other authors
argue that Disney productions can help
individuals cope with difficult situations or
embrace progressive thinking. The different
approaches to the assessment of Disney films
as cultural artifacts also vary according to the
theoretical perspectives guiding the
interpretation of both overt and latent
symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors
of the 15 articles encourage readers to
engage with the material, showcasing a
variety of views about the good, the bad, and
the best way forward.
In this young readers edition of her New York
Times bestseller Professional Troublemaker,
Luvvie Ajayi Jones uses her honesty and
humor to inspire teens to be their bravest,
boldest, truest selves, in order to create a
world they would be proud to live in. The
world can feel like a dumpster fire, with
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endless things to be afraid of. It can make
you feel powerless to ask for what you need,
use your voice, and show up truly as your
whole self. Add the fact that often, people
might make you feel like your way of showing
up is TOO MUCH. BE TOO MUCH, and use it
for good. That is what it means to be a
troublemaker. In this book, Luvvie Ajayi Jones
- bestseller of books, sorceress of side-eyes
and critic of culture - gives you the
permission you might need to be the
troublemaker you are, or wish to be. This is
the book she needed when she was the kid
who got in trouble for her mouth when she
spoke up about what she felt was not fair.
This is the book she needed when kids made
fun of her Nigerian accent. This is the book
that she needed when it was time to call
herself a writer, but she was too scared. As a
Rising Troublemaker, you need to know that
the beautiful, audacious life you want is on
the other side of doing the things that will
scare you. This book will help you face and
fight your fear and start living that life ASAP.
Super human powers meets sexy aliens in
this fantasy/sci-fi collision as a group of teens
must discover their true origins in order to
save the fate of mankind.Illyria has never
known a life without the Rebellion. After an
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alien invasion decimated the planet years
before, she and her friends have spent their
lives training to fight. Kill or die. Trust no
one. Love is for fools. That is the way of
things. At least it was until Illyria stumbles
across Bastien, a dark and dangerous
stranger who makes Illyria question
everything she knows. He alone knows her
secret. A deadly power surges within her,
threatening to destroy everything around her
and Bastien is the only one who can hold it at
bay. Trapped between a hatred of her enemy
and her desperate need to understand who
and what she is, Illyria must seek help from
Kyan, an alien whose tale of Illyria's origins
comes with a terrible burden. Duty wars with
her heart as she steps onto the path set
before her, but she risks underestimating the
most potent force on Earth-love. Will she
have the strength to sacrifice her heart in
order to save her people?
Obsidian Flames
Omens
The Psychosocial Implications of Disney
Movies
Red Roses
Nevertheless, We Persisted
“Defiance is a necessary step in the life of an individual and in the
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life of a nation.”—John Patrick Shanley “As thoughtful and probing
as its predecessor, Defiance [is] filled with the provocative
questions and bristling dialogue for which Mr. Shanley is known . .
. as it wonders about its big, knotty subjects.”—Ben Brantley, The
New York Times Defiance is the “very rich and satisfying” (The
Village Voice) second work in John Patrick Shanley’s trilogy that
began with Doubt. The play is set in 1971 at Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina, where Lt. Col. Morgan Littlefield and his reluctant
protégé Capt. Lee King—a young African American officer—clash
over issues of race and authority within the Marine Corps, even as
the civil rights movement and Vietnam War divide the world
outside. In this high-stakes struggle at the top of the ranks,
witnessed by the base’s inquisitive Chaplain White and Littlefield’s
irreproachable wife Margaret, Shanley has crafted another timely
play exploring issues of power and morality within a hallowed
institution. John Patrick Shanley’s Doubt won the 2005 Pulitzer
Prize for Drama and the Tony Award for Best Play, and was chosen
as best play of the year by over ten news-papers and magazines. His
other plays include Danny and the Deep Blue Sea, Four Dogs and a
Bone, Psychopathia Sexualis, and Savage Limbo. He has written
extensively for TV and film, including Moonstruck, for which he
won an Academy Award for best screenplay.
The explosive conclusion to New York Times–bestselling author
Amy Tintera’s action-packed Reboot is a can’t-miss thrill ride,
perfect for fans of The Hunger Games, Legend, and Divergent.
After coming back from death as Reboots and being trained by
HARC as soldiers, Wren and Callum have finally escaped north,
where they hope to find a life of freedom. But when they arrive at
the Reboot reservation, it isn't what they expected. Under the rule of
a bloodthirsty leader, Micah, the Reboots are about to wage an allout war on the humans. Although Wren's instincts are telling her to
set off into the wilderness and leave the battle far behind, Callum is
unwilling to let his human family be murdered. When Micah
commits the ultimate betrayal, the choice is made for them. But
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Micah has also made a fatal mistake—he's underestimated Wren and
Callum. Readers will thrill in this dynamic finale to the Reboot
duology, full of riveting action and steamy love scenes as Wren and
Callum become rebels against their own kind. Don’t miss Amy
Tintera’s new fantasy series, Ruined—full of epic stakes, sweeping
romance, hidden identities, and scheming siblings.
In this fast-paced dystopian thrill ride from New York
Times–bestselling author Amy Tintera, perfect for fans of The
Hunger Games, Legend, and Divergent, a seventeen-year-old girl
returns from death as a Reboot and is trained as an elite crimefighting soldier . . . until she is given an order she refuses to obey.
Wren Connolly died five years ago, only to Reboot after 178
minutes. Now she is one of the deadliest Reboots around . . . unlike
her newest trainee, Callum 22, who is practically still human. As
Wren tries to teach Callum how to be a soldier, his hopeful smile
works its way past her defenses. Unfortunately, Callum’s big heart
also makes him a liability, and Wren is ordered to eliminate him. To
save Callum, Wren will have to risk it all. Wren’s captivating voice
and unlikely romance with Callum will keep readers glued to the
page in Amy Tintera’s high-stakes alternate reality, and diving
straight into its action-packed sequel, Rebel. Don’t miss Amy
Tintera’s new fantasy series, Ruined—full of epic stakes, sweeping
romance, hidden identities, and scheming siblings.
In 1950's Appalachian South Carolina, sheriff William Alexander
must solve the disappearance of Holland Winchester amid a
backdrop of infidelity, jealousy, betrayal, and a valley filling with
water behind a new dam.
The Best New Sci Fi and Fantasy Short Stories of the Year
Love, Lucas
Revival (The Variant Series, #1)
Desolate
My Battle Against Hitler
The Diabolic
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To build the country she wants, Lada, the brutal
ruler of Wallachia, must destroy everything that
came before, including her relationships with
brother Radu and former love Mehmed, Sultan of
the Ottoman Empire.
Enjoy this steamy British billionaire romance
novel from USA Today bestselling author Piper
Lawson! I sold my soul to a man I hate. Now, he
owns me. I had a plan: sign a contract and board
a plane to Ibiza. The anonymous deal would
salvage the smoldering wreckage of my life. It
would not involve billionaire Harrison King, the
reason I need saving in the first place. He’s as
beautiful as he is ruthless. A British business titan
who makes a living getting what he wants. The
man flies private. Dates supermodels. But the
crisp accent and cocky smirk don’t fool me. He’s
a gentleman on the outside, a savage beneath.
He knows nothing about compromise, and even
less about love. Because after my attempt to
publicly stand up for those who needed it, he
destroyed my reputation. Now, he’s come for the
rest of me. I can’t escape him, no matter what he
has planned. But the first rule of war is never
underestimate your opponent. Harrison King
might know my secrets… But kings keep secrets
too. BEAUTIFUL ENEMY is an enthralling,
explosive full-length billionaire romance novel
from USA Today bestselling author Piper Lawson.
It is book 1 in the addictive new ENEMIES trilogy.
EDITORIAL REVIEWS: ★★★★★ “Beautiful Enemy
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has the spice of romance and brute force of a
cage fight. Drama. Suspense. Temptation. Lawson
finds a place for each and every conflicting
emotion and creates a combustible inferno.”
-Isha, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★
“Captivatingly sexy and fresh. It consumed me.”
-Beautiful Chaos Reviews ★★★★★ “Overflowing
with drama and suspense. Rae and Harrison will
take you on an emotional roller coaster.” -BP34,
Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “I am not usually a
fan of the billionaire sweeps poor girl off her feet
trope, but this book grabbed me by the heart
strings and tugged hard. Leaves you breathless
and wanting more.” -Amanda, Goodreads
reviewer ★★★★★ “Powerful and full of feels...my
new obsession.” -Stital, Goodreads reviewer
★★★★★ “WOW! My heart stuttered at the
ending! Keeps you gripped.” -Suzanne,
Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “What an explosive
couple...I cannot wait for more!!!” -Nicola,
Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “I love Piper’s
musical world of Wicked, and this new saga is just
as delicious.” -Michelle, Goodreads reviewer
★★★★★ “Loud, gritty, hot and freaking
amazing!!! Little Queen and her King will burn up
your pages.” -Debbie, Goodreads reviewer
★★★★★ “This book was amazing! I’m in love
with Harrison and Rae.” -Kristen, Goodreads
reviewer ★★★★★ “I want a Harrison, pretty
please with whipped cream and a cherry on top...I
was completely blown away by this book.”
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-Shelly, Goodreads reviewer ★★★★★ “Suspense,
romance...Enemies to lovers at its best! Can’t
wait to get my hands on the second installment.
HIGHLY recommend.” -Anneli, Goodreads
reviewer ★★★★★ “I felt every touch, every
emotion through Pipers writing. I absolutely LOVE
books that just transport me away so clearly...
Beautiful Enemy is one of those books. 5
outstanding, phenomenal Stars.” -Cat, Goodreads
reviewer *** KEYWORDS: Alpha, Alpha billionaire,
alpha male, billionaire, travel, billionaire romance,
alpha male romance, strong heroine, Ibiza, EDM,
holiday, beach romance, contemporary romance,
enemies to lovers, forbidden love, age gap,
British billionaire, interracial romance, series,
romantic series, women’s fiction, romance saga,
romance series, romance saga, romantic family
saga, bestseller romance, sexy, family, love, love
books, kissing books, emotional journey,
captivating romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot
romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, funny romance,
modern romance, new release, forbidden
romance, hidden romance, strong alpha, alpha
hero, family business, strong female lead, strong
heroine, family secrets, top romance reads, best
seller, New Adult, best seller, series, romance
novels, love story, alpha, bully, angst. Readers
also enjoyed books by: Carrie Ann Ryan, Corinne
Michaels, Susan Stoker, Natasha Madison, Chelle
Bliss, Christina Lauren, Colleen Hoover, Talia
Hibbert, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Kristen
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Callihan, Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Sarina
Bowen, Vi Keeland, Winter Renshaw, Meghan
March, Willow Winters, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde,
Kendall Ryan, Jillian Dodd, Melissa Foster, Nana
Malone, Anna Todd, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent,
Siobhan Davis, Vivian Wood, JS Scott, LJ Shen,
Louise Bay, TL Swan, Nicole Snow, MS Parker,
Lucy Score, Ava Harrison, Parker S Huntington,
Ivy Layne, Tia Louise and Ainsley St Claire.
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story
of loss, second chances, and first love,
reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green.
When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother,
Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover.
Between her parents’ arguing and the battle
she’s fighting with depression, she feels nothing
inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom
suggests they spend a few months in California
with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of
scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to
give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers a sort
of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house.
Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a notebook
full of letters addressed to her—from Lucas. As
Oakley reads one each day, she realizes how
much he loved her, and each letter challenges
her to be better and to continue to enjoy her life.
He wants her to move on. If only it were that
easy. But then a surfer named Carson comes into
her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He makes her
feel again. As she lets him in, she is surprised by
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how much she cares for him, and that’s when
things get complicated. How can she fall in love
and be happy when Lucas never got the chance
to do those very same things? With her brother’s
dying words as guidance, Oakley knows she must
learn to listen and trust again. But will she have
to leave the past behind to find happiness in the
future? Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books,
Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of books for young
readers—picture books for small children, chapter
books, books for middle grade readers, and
novels for young adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play
Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and
the environment, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a
brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy
discovers a technological device that will allow
her to speak for the first time.
Wither, Resurrect, Affliction
Julie's Wolf Pack
A Novel
The Withered
Dancing at the Pity Party
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A Path Forward
We pulled the trigger and braced ourselves for the fallout. We were
ready for anything. Or so we thought.War revealed our greatest
weaknesses, the ones inside of us that we kept hidden. It forced us
to face our vulnerabilities, to overcome the battles within that
threatened to hold us prisoner.Enemies came in all forms, but so did
strength. As a united front, we were unstoppable. Our power came
from each other, and our greatest weapon was about to be
unleashed.
"This unpublished memoir from German-Catholic philosopher
Dietrich von Hildebrand demonstrates his opposition to antiSemitism, his prescient understanding of just how deadly Nazism
and Hitler would be, and his courage as he perpared to flee
Germany"-Tegneserie - graphic novel. Tyler Feder shares her story of her
mother's first oncology appointment to facing reality as a
motherless daughter
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science
community, performing vitally important work. However, they are
often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and
national support. It is clear that change and advancements, both
systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of forensic
science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish
enforceable standards, and promote best practices with consistent
application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A
Path Forward provides a detailed plan for addressing these needs
and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National
Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards
within the forensic science community. The benefits of improving
and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting
law enforcement officials, enhancing homeland security, and
reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full
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account of what is needed to advance the forensic science
disciplines, including upgrading of systems and organizational
structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and
accreditation programs. While this book provides an essential callto-action for congress and policy makers, it also serves as a vital
tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and
attorneys, and forensic science educators.
Defiance Rising
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States
Valkyrie Rising
Book 4: The Arotas Series
Beautiful Enemy
A Dead Mom Graphic Memoir

The Handmaid’s Tale meets The Selection in this
darkly riveting tale that BCCB said “Will have
fans of Oliver’s Delirium, Cass’s The Selection,
and DeStefano’s Wither breathless.” The Jewel
means wealth, the Jewel means beauty—but for
Violet, the Jewel means servitude. Born and
raised in the Marsh, Violet is destined for the
Jewel. She is trained as a surrogate for the
royalty and is bought by the Duchess of the Lake
at auction. And she quickly learns the brutal
truths that lie beneath the Jewel’s glittering
facade: the cruelty, backstabbing, and hidden
violence that have become the royal way of life.
Violet must accept the ugly realities of her life . .
. all while trying to stay alive. But before she can
accept her fate, Violet meets a handsome boy who
is also under the Duchess’s control, and a
forbidden love erupts. But their illicit affair has
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consequences, which will cost them both more
than they bargained for. And toeing the line
between being calculating and rebellious, Violet
must decide what, and who, she is willing to risk
for her own freedom.
Hope is a decision, but it is a hard one to
recognize in the face of oppression, belittlement,
alienation, and defeat. To help embolden hope,
some of today's most influential young adult
authors come together in this highly personal
nonfiction collection of essays, poems, and
letters, each a firsthand account that ultimately
strives to inspire hope.
Nothing ever happens in Norway. But at least
Ellie knows what to expect when she visits her
grandmother: a tranquil fishing village and long,
slow summer days. And maybe she'll finally get
out from under the shadow of her way-too-perfect
big brother, Graham, while she's there. What
Ellie doesn't anticipate is Graham's infuriating
best friend, Tuck, tagging along for the trip. Nor
did she imagine boys going missing amid rumors
of impossible kidnappings. Least of all does she
expect that something powerful and ancient will
awaken in her and that strange whispers will
urge Ellie to claim her place among mythological
warriors. Instead of peace and quiet, suddenly
there's a lot for a girl from L.A. to handle on a
summer sojourn in Norway! And when Graham
vanishes, it's up to Ellie—and the ever-sarcastic,
if undeniably alluring, Tuck—to uncover the truth
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about all the disappearances and thwart the
nefarious plan behind them. Deadly legends,
hidden identities, and tentative romance swirl
together in one girl's unexpectedly epic comingof-age.
The Wars of the Roses were not just fought by
men on the battlefield. There were daughters,
wives, mistresses, mothers and queens whose
lives and influences helped shape the most
dramatic of English conflicts. This book traces
the women's stories on the Lancastrian side, from
the children of Blanche, wife of John of Gaunt,
through the turbulent 15th century to the advent
of Margaret Beaufort's son in 1509, and
establishment of the Tudor dynasty. From
Katherine Swynford and Catherine of Valois's
secret liaisons to the love lives of Mary de Bohun
and Jacquetta of Luxembourg, to the Queenship
of Joan of Navarre and Margaret of Anjou, this
book explores how these extraordinary women
survived in extraordinary times.
Defiance
Immortal
Son of York
The Defiance
Hope Nation
Internment

The Rising Trilogy Complete Boxed Set Defiance
Rising Illyria has never known a life without the
Rebellion. Instinct. Survival. Nothing else
matters...until she ventures out into unknown
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territory and is faced with an enemy that proves even
more fierce and determined than she ever thought.
Bastien is infuriating, dangerous and annoyingly
gorgeous. Eamon is familiar, comforting and turning
into a man before her eyes. Both want her heart...but
she is torn between duty and desire. When her
choice affects all of mankind, how can she allow
herself to be selfish? There is a power within her that
can change everyone's fate...but she underestimated
the most potent force on Earth-love. Illyria must
discover if she has the strength to sacrifice her heart
to save mankind. Also includes: Relinquish, Book 2
Vengeance, Book 3
Red Queen meets The Hunger Games in this epic
novel about what happens when the galaxyʼs most
deadly weapon masquerades as a senatorʼs
daughter and a hostage of the galactic court. A
Diabolic is ruthless. A Diabolic is powerful. A
Diabolic has a single task: Kill in order to protect the
person youʼve been created for. Nemesis is a
Diabolic, a humanoid teenager created to protect a
galactic senatorʼs daughter, Sidonia. The two have
grown up side by side, but are in no way sisters.
Nemesis is expected to give her life for Sidonia, and
she would do so gladly. She would also take as
many lives as necessary to keep Sidonia safe. When
the power-mad Emperor learns Sidoniaʼs father is
participating in a rebellion, he summons Sidonia to
the Galactic court. She is to serve as a hostage.
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Now, there is only one way for Nemesis to protect
Sidonia. She must become her. Nemesis travels to
the court disguised as Sidonia̶a killing machine
masquerading in a world of corrupt politicians and
two-faced senatorsʼ children. Itʼs a nest of vipers with
threats on every side, but Nemesis must keep her
true abilities a secret or risk everything. As the
Empire begins to fracture and rebellion looms closer,
Nemesis learns there is something more to her than
just deadly force. She finds a humanity truer than
what she encounters from most humans. Amidst all
the danger, action, and intrigue, her humanity just
might be the thing that saves her life̶and the
empire.
An instant New York Times bestseller! "Internment
sets itself apart...terrifying, thrilling and
urgent."--Entertainment Weekly Rebellions are built
on hope. Set in a horrifying near-future United
States, seventeen-year-old Layla Amin and her
parents are forced into an internment camp for
Muslim American citizens. With the help of newly
made friends also trapped within the internment
camp, her boyfriend on the outside, and an
unexpected alliance, Layla begins a journey to fight
for freedom, leading a revolution against the camp's
Director and his guards. Heart-racing and emotional,
Internment challenges readers to fight complicit
silence that exists in our society today.
Four months after the deadly overlord Molek has
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been banished beyond the city limits of Masonville,
Texas, Owen Edmonds's crucial mission to save
lives escalates when seven Cosmic Rulers of
darkness close in to decimate his town--and nation.
As the battle between good and evil culminates in an
epic standoff, Owen and his girlfriend, Ray Anne,
must make the decision of a lifetime: will they face
their fears or run? The Defiance is the third book in
the Delusion series, bringing closure to this thrilling
series.
From Child Soldier to Ambassador of Peace
Defiance in the Shadow of the Third Reich
Relinquish
Red Winter
The Rising Trilogy
The Cainsville Series
The acclaimed final book in the trilogy that
begins with the Newbery Medal-winning Julie
of the Wolves In this exciting adventure about
the wolf pack that saved the life of a young
girl when she was lost on the tundra, Julie has
returned to her family, but her wolf pack has a
story all its own. Fearless but inexperienced
Kapu is now the new leader of the pack. He
must protect his wolves from the threats of
famine and disease and, at the same time,
defend himself from bitter rivals, both inside
and outside the pack, who are waiting for
their chance to overthrow him. The strength
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of Kapu's leadership will determine not just
the well-being of the pack but its very
survival. Jean Craighead George's research
and first-hand observation form this
engrossing epic tale that's sure to draw
readers into the fascinating world of wolves.
Don't miss any of the books in Jean Craighead
George's groundbreaking series: Julie of the
Wolves, Julie, and Julie's Wolf Pack.
Teyth was born to sculpt emotion into metal,
and Diarmuid was born to lead. Can they
sustain the love that will make them
immortal?
An Arotas novella. I pledge my heart, my life,
my soul to you on this day and all the days to
come. My life, bonded to yours, if you will
have me. ~ Gabriel, Redemption With a single
vow and a swift blow, everything Roseline
Enescue held dear is stripped away. The
battle is over, but the victory is far from
sweet. Laying Gabriel to rest in the Enescue
family mausoleum beside her beloved friend
and former lover, Fane is the hardest thing
she has ever had to do. With an eternity of
loneliness stretching out before her, Roseline
withdraws into herself, shutting everyone out.
Even Elias, Gabriel's guardian angel leaves
her to mourn by herself, but his sudden return
brings about a series of thrilling and terrifying
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events, the likes of which will forever change
the course of her life. Follow Roseline and
Gabriel as they are reunited after death, enjoy
Sadie and Nicolae's fiery romance, experience
William's growing feelings of uselessness and
discover what happens when there is no one
left to control the forces of darkness. With a
single vow everything changed. A prophecy
yet to be fulfilled. A new legacy to last the
ages. EVERMORE, an Arotas novella. The final
installment.
The amazing autobiography of a young
Sudanese boy who went from a child soldier
and struggling refugee to international peace
activist and Hollywood actor. Sudan, 1980s:
Ger Duany knew what he wanted out of
life--make his family proud, play with his
brothers and sisters, maybe get an education
like his brother Oder suggested, and become
a soldier for his people when he's old enough.
But then his village was attacked by the North
Sudanese military, death kept taking his loved
ones away, and being a child soldier was not
what he thought it would be. Amid heartbreak,
death, and violence, can this lost boy find his
way to safety? America, 1990s: After boarding
a flight without his family to seek refuge in a
foreign country, Ger worked tirelessly to
adjust to a new life. It wasn't long before he
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was thrown into the spotlight, as people
discovered his talents for basketball,
modeling, and acting. Yet the spotlight wasn't
the only thing following him, as he battled the
effects of PTSD, resisted the siren call of the
excesses of fame, and endured a new kind of
racism in America. Amid fame, trauma, and
the memory of home, can this lost boy find
himself?
L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the Future
Volume 34
Rebel
Evermore
Defiance Falls War
Reboot
A Steamy Enemies to Lovers British Billionaire
Romance Series
A powerful collection of essays from actors,
activists, athletes, politicians, musicians,
writers, and teens, including actress Alia
Shawkat, poet Azure Antoinette, teen activist
Gavin Grimm, and many others, each writing
about a time in their youth when they were
held back because of their race, gender, or
sexual identity--but persisted.
1647, Windsor Connecticut Fear of witchcraft
was not brought about by the God fearing
people of my village but through the
whispers of a demon, clothed in seductive
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crimson, an expert of womanly wiles. It was
she that destroyed my town from within, tore
my family apart and sent me to an innocent's
death. I am not a witch but I will burn as one.
Not for fear but for greed. For lust. For the
pursuit of something far beyond the reach of
any human. Most people think the witch trials
began in Salem. They are wrong. This is my
tale.
The rising is over, but the war continues to
rage. King Aloysius knows Illyria exists and
will stop at nothing to possess her. Jealousy
drives a wedge between Illyria and Eamon.
When Bastien reveals himself as her guide
into enemy territory, an ambush lands them
in captivity. Illyria is faced with the truth that
she is not ready to face her destiny...or let
Bastien go again.
I always thought when the apocalypse finally
began I would be swinging my baseball bat at
the zombies with the best of them. I was
prepped and ready to smash in some undead
heads if the need ever arose. The problem
is—no one ever warned me that I would have
to dread the humans even more. The ones
who still remember their names and how to
put a gun to your temple when they want
something. Do not fear the Withered Ones.
Fear the ones still human. This is an omnibus
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edition featuring the first three books in The
Withered series: Wither, Resurrect and
Affliction. Wither After an epidemic swept
across the nation, the government foolishly
rushed the creation of a vaccine—but what
was meant to bring salvation instead brought
damnation. Human mutations birthed a new
species, but Avery Whitlock soon learned that
the top threat against her survival was not
the Withered Ones—but the ones still human.
Resurrect After enduring a kidnapping, brutal
gang attacks and the death of the man she
loved, Avery Whitlock believed she could
survive anything—until she discovered that
she was being hunted. The Withered had
mutated and she had reason to believe that
evolution couldn’t be stopped—especially
when it was genetically engineered. Affliction
No longer fully human, but unwilling to
accept her fate as a flesh-eating zombie,
Avery Whitlock abandoned the only place she
could call home in order to save the man she
loved from herself. Driven to prevent anyone
else from suffering her fate, she stalked the
doctor's responsible for the mutations—but
with each life she took, her cravings
amplified and her grip on humanity slipped.
Forbidden
Wither
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Rising Troublemaker
Blanche of Gaunt to Margaret Beaufort
One Foot in Eden
UnWholly
24 Award-Winning Authors and
Illustrators Accompanied by Orson Scott
Card, Brandon Sanderson, Jody Lynn Nye,
Jerry Pournelle, Ciruelo and Echo
Chernik and Edited by David Farland
Your search for something new and
different in sci-fi and fantasy ends
here. Presenting this year’s collection
of fresh voices, fabulous worlds, and
fantastic new characters. Each year,
the Writers and Illustrators of the
Future Contests’ blue-ribbon judges
search the world to discover and
introduce to you the very best new
talent in sci-fi and fantasy. Created
by L. Ron Hubbard, whose commitment to
help new writers and artists gave rise
to the annual Writers of the Future
anthologies—a launching pad for writers
and artists who are sure to command our
attention for decades to come. “Writers
of the Future, as a contest and as a
book, remains the flagship of short
fiction.” —Orson Scott Card “The best
new stories by new writers, anywhere.”
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—Larry Niven “These are the people who
are going to be creating trends.”
—Brandon Sanderson “Science fiction as
a genre has always looked to the future
and the Writers of the Future looks to
the future of science fiction.” —Kevin
J. Anderson “See the best of the best
culled for you, curated and selected in
a single volume every year.” —Robert J.
Sawyer Wondrous and powerful tales from
some of the world’s best new writers
Turnabout—Djinn are famous for twisting
your words so they don’t really grant
your wish, but two can play that game.
A Smokeless and Scorching Fire—Deacon
is a government official, and he’s
afraid he’ll stay that way if he can’t
break his conditioning. The Howler on
the Sales Floor—It’s easy making sales
when you can send images of despair
into the hearts of your clients. The
Minarets of An-Zabat—Alder seeks the
secrets of the Windcallers’ magic, but
his curiosity may destroy the people he
loves. The Death Flyer—Jim Bellamy
tries to save the life of a girl who
died in the wreckage of a train ten
years ago. Odd and Ugly—A tree giant
takes in a housekeeper, but she has
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more secrets than either of them can
handle. Mara’s Shadow—An ancient myth
might provide the key to curing a
disease that threatens all of humanity.
The Lesson—A lesson on philosophy in
action turns into a deadly encounter.
What Lies Beneath—A powerful sorcerer
has so disgraced himself, he is afraid
of what his family will think should he
ever die and meet them on the other
side. The Face in the Box—Cara
discovers a floating farm parked over
her land, blocking the sunlight, and
must confront the driver. Flee, My
Pretty One—In a world controlled by
dragons and their henchmen, rock singer
Josephine really only wants “death to
all collaborators.” Illusion—Even a
court wizard will struggle to fight off
armies if his weapons pack no actual
punch. A Bitter Thing—You can put an
end to something wondrous, but only at
a cost. Miss Smokey—Lily’s ability to
shift shapes into a bear offers some
strange challenges. All Light and
Darkness—On a far world, a nameless man
meets a woman of ancient genetic stock,
and when trouble follows in his wake,
he must choose: her life or his
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humanity?
Possessing the uncanny ability to fry a
television set from twenty paces can
really wreck a girl’s social life. If
you’re looking for proof, just ask
sixteen-year-old Alexandra Parker.
After catching her boyfriend in the
arms of the prettiest girl in school,
she made the journey from social elite
to social pariah in a haze of
electricity and exploding electronics.
But finding herself at the bottom of
Bay View High’s social hierarchy was
nothing compared to the shock of
discovering who—and what—she really is.
After being zapped out of a burning
bookstore by the mysterious Declan—a
hero nearly as handsome as he is
infuriating—Alex finds herself under
the protection of the powerful Grayson
family. It’s through them that she
learns the truth: that the world she’s
always known is nothing like it appears
to be... and that she has far more in
common with them than she might want to
believe. Now, on the run from a firewielding hit man and a secretive
government organization, Alex must
navigate a strange and treacherous new
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world filled with superhuman mutants
known as Variants. As she begins to
unravel the many secrets of her
family’s past, she uncovers the real
reason for her parents’ death twelve
years earlier—and finds out that the
threat to her family, and to everyone
she cares about, is still dangerously
real.
Emi's destiny was written by the gods.
She has spent her life preparing to
become the mortal host of a goddess,
but when she discovers the lies
surrounding her fate, she makes a
dangerous bargain with a fox spirit to
find the truth. As her final days as a
mortal approach, she must choose
whether to bow to duty ... or fight for
her life.
A wedding massacre. An innocence
stolen. Mortality stripped away. In a
single night, everyone Roseline
Dragomir has ever loved is slaughtered
before her eyes. Alone in the world and
bound by a solemn marriage vow to a
vicious murderer, she must find a
strength buried deep within her to keep
going or risk completely losing
herself. When a mysterious stranger
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crosses her path, Roseline will
discover that not all immortals are
evil. Some even bear emotional scars
that run just as deep as her own. Will
she uncover a will not just to
survive...but to fight back? *Desolate
is the prequel to my Age of the Fallen
series. Due to the nature of this
story, Desolate contains some dark
scenes that may be triggering for some
people. Please preview this book prior
to buying it for YA readers.
Walk Toward the Rising Sun
Out of My Mind
Bright We Burn
48 Voices of Defiance, Strength, and
Courage
A Fear-Fighter Manual for Teens
The Jewel
Roseline does not like being labeled a vampire. She
wants to live a normal life so she leaves her abusive
husband and heads to America. She hopes to hide as a
student in a prep school, but when she meets Gabriel her
hopes are shattered and fear takes over her life.
Following the epic conclusion of her internationally
bestselling Women of the Otherworld series, Kelley
Armstrong launches a brand-new series set in Cainsville,
a small town as spookily fascinating as Stephen King's
Castle Rock or Dean Koontz's Moonlight Bay. Olivia
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Taylor Jones, 24, seems to have the perfect life. The only
daughter of a wealthy Chicago family, she has an Ivy
League education, pursues volunteerism and
philanthropy, and is engaged to a handsome young techfirm CEO with political ambitions. But Olivia's world is
shattered when she finds out that she's adopted. Her real
parents? Todd and Pamela Larsen, notorious serial
killers, each still serving a life sentence. The news brings
a maelstrom of unwanted publicity to her adopted family
and fiancé, and Olivia thinks the best thing she can do for
herself and for them is run away from it all. She ends up
in the small town of Cainsville, Illinois, an old and
cloistered community that takes a particular interest in
both Olivia and her decision to uncover the truth about
her birth parents. Olivia decides to focus on the Larsens'
last crime, the one Pamela Larsen swears will prove their
innocence. But as she and Gabriel Walsh, Pamela's
former lawyer, start investigating, Olivia finds herself
drawing on abilities that have remained hidden since her
childhood, gifts that make her both a valuable addition to
Cainsville and deeply vulnerable to unknown enemies.
There are dark secrets behind her new home, and
powers lurking in the shadows that have their own plans
for her.
England, 1455 King Henry VI is proving to be an unstable
monarch, prone to bouts of mysterious illness and
susceptible to manipulation from others. Richard of York,
the most powerful magnate in the land, steps in to
manage affairs whilst Henry is unwell. Many people
prefer York's rule, which does not please the queen. The
country begins to divide and plots start to hatch.York
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himself is directly descended from the royal family line, in
fact, a little more directly than Henry but he puts this fact
aside and strives only to serve the king. This, however,
becomes increasingly difficult due to the acts of the
queen, who, now feeling threatened by York, calls her
men to get rid of him.The York family is strong and the
two eldest sons, Edward and Edmund are approaching
manhood. Edward, bold and eager, is keen to leave his
childhood behind and enter the world of men, of politics,
combat and love. Edmund, the younger brother is more
introspective and struggles to project his public image.
Both boys look to York as their mentor, a match for any
king; and Richard is proud of them both.But with sons
comes the question of inheritance. Who will succeed
Henry's throne? His own son, the young Prince Edward,
or the capable York and his heirs?This historical window
into the past lifts figures from the history books and gives
the personality and purpose behind their actions. The
story bears witness to the extremes of the human
condition, from loving tenderness in court to vengeful
violence on the battlefield.
In this post-apocalyptic sci-fi horror series opener,
zombies and humans alike threaten the future for a tough
young woman. After an epidemic swept across America
like a biblical plague, the government leapt into the fray
with the release of a new vaccine—but what was meant
to bring salvation to the survivors instead brought
damnation. Mutations began within days of the drug’s
release, and the Withered Ones were born—those neither
alive nor dead. They walked the streets, unblinking and
unaware. And they were starting to evolve. Growing up
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on the streets taught Avery Whitlock how to care for
herself, but nothing could have prepared her for the
outbreak of deadly gangs, a corrupt government bent on
using her blood for experiments and the depths to which
desperate people would go to survive. She soon
discovered that it was not the Withered Ones that she
needed to fear, but those still human. The ones who
knew how to put a gun to her head when they wanted
something from her. Avery was forced to decide how far
would she be willing to go to survive just one more day . .
.
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